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Walking
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“I only went out for a walk and finally concluded to stay out till sundown, for going
out, I found, was really going in.”
—John Muir

M

any years ago, back when the world
was young, I was introduced to the pleasures

of hiking by that most American of institutions, the Boy
Scouts. And while my approach to the not-so-simple act of
walking and walking and walking some more (usually burdened by a cumbersome weight on my back) has changed
considerably in the intervening decades, some lessons
learned early on continue to serve me well. Pacing myself.
Carrying enough water. Letting someone know where I’m
headed. That sort of thing.
However, I have learned much more in the nearly 40
years that have passed since those New Jersey Boy Scout
days. Lots of hiking techniques, sure. But also a lot about
how both embracing the necessity of perseverance and an
awareness of our place in the natural world illuminates who
we truly are and helps us stay centered in a sometimes wildly
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off-kilter world. In fact, having reflected on the experience
for the who-knows-how-many-miles that I’ve wandered
and wondered, I have learned much of what I know about
myself, for better or worse. One thing about hiking is that
there’s a lot of time to think….
Frankly, the introduction provided by the Boy Scouts
wasn’t ideal. For one thing, I was in New Jersey, a state not
known as a hiking Mecca. Day hiking through industrial
parks didn’t really turn my crank. Eventually, I resigned my
commission in the scouts and more or less forgot about
hiking until high school, when I rediscovered the call of
the wild (such as it was in New Jersey) and learned to love
the silence of the eastern woods. The confusion of adolescence was made slightly more manageable by forays to
Hacklebarney State Park and Round Valley.
continued >>>
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But it was on my first trip west that my
life-long love affair with getting “out” was
cemented. Venturing into the back country
of the Rockies and Sierras was a revelation.
Unlike back east, here was “high country.”
The landscape at altitude was decidedly
harsh—but at the same time rich with nature’s most tender details: pools of crystal
clear water mirroring the sky, the scrimshaw of morning frost in the meadows,
gardens of delicate and fragile flowers that
made a mockery of the suburban gardens of
my youth. This dichotomy was a revelation.
I was hooked.

—Beyond Limits—

It was on these first glorious excursions
that I had my first epiphany. I was climbing a wickedly steep trail in the Santa Lucia
Range near Big Sur and had seriously underestimated both elevation gain and distance to camp. I ran out of water. The chaparral hills were bone dry and blazingly hot.
A spring that appeared blue and inviting on
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the map turned out to be non-existent when we reached it, and the
next water source was many miles away, up a precipitous canyon.
I was spent—and thirstier than I’d ever been. It was a tough spot.
But of course, in a situation like this there were no options.
Onward and upward. A half dozen times I felt like I could go
no further—my pack grew heavier with each passing hour. But
slowly, gradually, my suffering gave way to something else—as I
grunted my way up the massive canyon, I had my epiphany: my
self-perceived “limits” weren’t limits at all, but rather self-imposed
expectations. I could vanquish the limits simply by changing the
expectations, releasing long-held conceptions of what I could and
couldn’t do.
In fact, once I hit the wall, a kind of euphoria overtook me.
I was whipped, yes. And God, I wanted some water. But I wasn’t
done.
It was dark by the time I crawled into camp beneath a stardazzled sky and dipped my sierra cup into a stream of glorious
water (those were the days!). I had learned something fundamental
about myself: I had more in me than I had been led to believe. It
got me thinking. It changed my life.
In the years since, I’ve kept thinking. And walking. While
I’ve never found myself in such a water-deprived state since, I’ve
hit “the wall” many times. And sure enough, the wall turns out
to be an illusion. Our self-estimations diminish us. We can—and
must—challenge them if we are to truly realize our potential.
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—Connecting—

Our culture is one that comes from a place of trying to dominate nature. Historically, the Old World approach to the natural
world was one of conquest. People saw the wild as an enemy to be
vanquished, an impediment and obstacle to establishing their “safe
place” in the world. Over time, this perspective was institutionalized to legitimize the creation of wealth by the exploitation and
subjugation of nature. The rationalization for subduing nature was
the establishment of a “standard of living,” that is, a life protected
from discomfort, danger and uncertainty.
But in truth, we are nature. To separate from nature is to divide ourselves in two and to exist in a state of perpetual inwardlydirected hostility. When we go down this road we cut ourselves off
from the essential ingredients of a happy life. By spending time in
the wilderness, the separation between our internal “nature” and
the external “nature” of the environment is revealed to be an illusion. It is only by vanquishing this false dichotomy that we can be
whole.

—Authenticity—

More than one philosopher has described the purpose of life
as a search for meaning, a quest to discover the true nature of reality. Sadly, by and large, our materialistic modern world has been
organized in such a way as to obstruct this effort at every turn when
we look to goods and services in vain attempts to “fill the holes” left
empty by a lack of meaning in our lives. This underlying agenda
continued >>>
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taints and diminishes much of our culture. Years of being bombarded by this highly-directed materialistic messaging takes its toll
on our ability to depend on the veracity of the world around us. We
can become disillusioned and isolated.
But out in the mountains, this polarity is reversed. There are
no constructs at all. Every aspect of the environment is the way it is
because, in the big picture, that’s the way it has to be. It simply is.
You can completely let your guard down and drink it in, with the
certainty that every square inch is authentic, healthy and whole. No
agendas, no strategies, no bells and whistles. And when you get right
down to it, bells and whistles will drive you crazy. All that noise!
Once you grok this (and it’s a lot to grok!) you find yourself able
to accept the fact that beneath all of the neon and flash animation
of our constructed world, maybe, just maybe, there’s an underlying
foundation of basic truths that exist independently of our furious
wheel-spinning and ingenious machines.
We can connect to these truths, writ large by the innate grandeur of the natural world—the unvarnished real deal. And once
connected, we become aware of the deeper realities behind the
constructs.
Simple? Well, yes and no.
The journey (which in truth is the destination) to self-discovery
begins when we get out of our cars, out of our homes and—to some
extent—out of our minds. When we slow down, the world becomes
a richer place. Breathe. There’s no hurry: just put one foot in front
of the other. It turns out that satori, that unified sense of enlightenment and wholeness, that cessation of nagging desire, isn’t so very
far away.
In fact, it’s within walking distance.
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